
Recent advances in traffic sign detection
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INTRODUCTION: MOTIVATIONWhy would we like to detet tra� signs in images?
2 on-board appliations: driver assistane, autonomous driving
2 o�-board appliations: road safety inspetion

Why do we need road safety inspetion?ruial for deteting safety issues of a road inoperationin pratie, the inspetion mainly onernsanomalies of the tra� ontrol devies:damaged, overed, worn-out or stolen signserased or inorretly painted surfae markingssafety determined by assessment frequeny
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INTRODUCTION: MOTIVATION (2)In urrent ommerial pratie inspe-tion is performed by expensive and sub-jetive human experts

An innovation opportunity: automate inspetion of the elements oftra� infrastruture in order to ahieve better servie for less money

assessment: are the mapped elementspresent in a reent geo-referened video?

mapping: reate the tra� inventoryfrom a reorded geo-referened video
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INTRODUCTION: CHALLENGES

2 low preision (false positives)

2 multiple responses

2 loalization inauray

2 lateral displaement
2 distane along the optial axis

2 non-standard orientation
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INTRODUCTION: OPEN QUESTIONS

2 multi-lass detetion ofideogram-based signs 2 a prinipled approah to dealwith layout variability
2 deteting foreground motion
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DATA: ASSUMPTIONSWe onsider SDTV video aquired from the driver'sperspetive along the Croatian loal roads(720×576 pixels, HFOV=48◦)

Typially, signs leave the �eld of view whenthey are about 80 80 pixels large(may be smaller due to lateral displaement)One has to deal with noisy pixels, motion blur and unreliable olours
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DATA: ANNOTATIONLarge sample olletions required for proper test and trainingWe developed a ustom software tool(Marker) to ollet samples from video

We systematially annotated many hours ofprodution video provided by partners(all kinds of tra� signs were annotated)

Eah physial sign is annotated four times as follows:

We olleted about 7500 annotations of di�erent sign lasses.
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DATA: FOCUSWe fous on the lass of danger warning signs sine:
2 most frequent: 3000 of 7500 annotations total (almost 50%)
2 well standardized aording to the Vienna Convention (1968)
2 researh results likely relevant for other ideogram-based signs

This leaves out only the diretion signs, some signs from the informationlass and additional panels.
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DATA: DATASETSWe organize the 3000 annotated samples of danger warning signs intotwo datasets:

2 T2009: 2000 signs aquired with interlaed amera
2 T2010: 1000 signs aquired with a progressive amera
2 we use T2009 for training (left), T2010 for evaluation (right)

Both the datasets and our annotation program an be freely downloadedfrom the web site of our researh projet:projet home: http://www.zemris.fer.hr/~ssegvi/mastif/index_en.shtmldatasets: http://www.zemris.fer.hr/~ssegvi/mastif/datasets.shtmlmarker: http://www.zemris.fer.hr/~ssegvi/mastif/marker/marker.zip
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BASELINE DETECTION: ALTERNATIVESApproahes based on deteting primitives suh as olour and geometryresulted in insu�ient detetion and poor preision:
2 olour-based detetion with hardwired thresholds over HSI
2 Hough transform approah for irular signs
2 radial symmetry for triangular signs

Muh better results ahieved when looking at pixels diretly:

2 sliding window approah: binary lassi�-ation at all image positions and sales
2 advantage: work diretly with sensed data(fous on grey-sale appearane)

2 liabilities: omplexity (10
6 queries/image), large training datasets
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BASELINE DETECTION: BHC PROSBoosted Haar asades: a great approah to detet objets in images

Haar lassi�er: Haar feature + threshold + polarityboosted lassi�er: an ensemble of simpleHaar lassi�ersthe asade onsists of boosted lassi�erswith inreasing omplexity(most queries will be negative!)omplexity is tuned by training eah stageon false positives of its predeessors!exellent ratio of performane vsomputational burden(720 576 images, quad CPU: 50ms)enouraging reall: over 95% signs deteted [its11℄
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BASELINE DETECTION: BHC CONSAlthough very good, boosted Haar asades do not provide enoughperformane for automated operation:

2 strong dependene on sign size

2 olour may help only with large signs [bonai11vww℄

unsatisfatory preision, 50% or lowerBHCs poor at generalizing over unseen negativesloalization auray leaves to desire:we are beause bad loalization hurts reognition [its10℄!
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METHOD: APPROACHCasading lassi�ers of inreasing omplexity works great.

The proposed approah follows the same trak:on�gure BHC for high reall (skip heuristi grouping!)devise additional tehniques to improve preision and loalization

These additional tehniques an be omputationally expensive withouthurting overall performane!our BHC-s (2000 training samples, 95% reall) typially let by lessthan 10 false positives per image!

The onept of heterogeneous lassi�ation asades an be furtherapplied at the level of temporal detetion sequenes in video!
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METHOD: THE BIG FIGUREThe devised detetion pipeline:

2 baseline detetion by boosted Haar asades
2 introdue a strong lassi�er in the additional asade stage toimprove preision

2 enfore temporal onsisteny by di�erential traking to improveloalization auray and further improve preision
2 enfore learned ontextual onstraints to further improve preision

The last two stages operate on detetion traks: temporal sequenes oftra� sign position, sale and appearane
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METHOD: ADDITIONAL STRONG CLASSIFIERA heterogeneous asade for objet detetion in images [bonai11vww℄:
2 use boosted Haar asade for fast rejetion of easy negatives
2 use a strong lassi�er to deide about the hard ases

2 suitable ANN applied to a HOG desriptor
2 similar results ahieved by SVM+HOG

How do we ombine the BHC and ANN+HOG?train a BHC for max reall and reasonable preision on T2009train ANN+HOG on BHC false positives olleted on T2009perform detetion by applying ANN+HOG to the BHC survivorsimportant: the above must be performed before the grouping step
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METHOD: ADDITIONAL STRONG CLASSIFIER (2)The results:

2 preision: 57% → 89%!

2 reall: only slightly worse!

2 loalization: slightly better!

The surviving false positives:

Detetion rate (left) and loalization auray (right), BHC (red) andBHC || ANN+HOG (blue), depending on the sign size:
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METHOD: ADDITIONAL STRONG CLASSIFIER (3)Some results (blue: BHC, red: ANN+HOG):
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METHOD: CONSISTENCYIdea: require that detetion sequenes be temporally onsistent [mva11℄
2 top: raw detetion hain, bottom: the desired detetion trak

Approah:trak many detetion hypotheses along the sequenepik the one whih reeives most detetions!Bene�ts in omparison to detetion haining:rejet false positives whih are i) temporally inonsistent or ii) largebetter loalization due to i) lak of grouping, and ii) integratingevidene from many framesimproved hanes for distinguishing small objets from bakgroundlutter
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METHOD: CONSISTENCY (2)Implementation details:

2 seed a new detetion trak hypothesis in the interior of eahdetetion displaed from all ative hypotheses

trak all hypotheses in parallel by ombining the detetor and thetraker (somewhat in the spirit of partile �lter)group overlapping hypotheses into lusters orresponding to distintphysial signswhen all hypotheses of a luster are lost, pik the hypothesis withmost evidene from raw detetions
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METHOD: CONSISTENCY (3)Results:

2 near 100% reall on the system level

2 2 false positives in 11000 tra� images(vs 14 with a riterion based on detetion hains)
2 measurable improvement in loalization auray

Raw detetion responses (top) vs detetion traks (bottom):
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METHOD: CONSISTENCY (4)Some hard ases:
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METHOD: SPATIO-TEMPORAL CONSTRAINSFous on spatio-temporal properties of tra� sign ourenes:
2 at whih image loations and sales the signs typially our?
2 whih typial trajetories do the signs follow?
2 learn a disriminative model for lassifying detetion traks intosigns and not-signs
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METHOD: SPATIO-TEMPORAL CONSTRAINS (2)Camera type and plaement do not hange ⇒ an reason in pixels!

Vehile speed does hange look at sequenes of x/sale and y/sale!

Not all signs are visible at all sales must either extrapolate or imputeunknown data points!
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METHOD: SPATIO-TEMPORAL CONSTRAINS (2)Camera type and plaement do not hange ⇒ an reason in pixels!

Vehile speed does hange ⇒ look at sequenes of x/sale and y/sale!
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METHOD: SPATIO-TEMPORAL CONSTRAINS (3)We tested the onept before we developed the strong lassi�er in theadditional asade stage

Best reognition ahieved with Bayesian networks and imputation

The best lassi�er managed to disard 82% false positives whileretaining 98% reall
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TOWARDS MULTI-CLASS DETECTION: OVERVIEWWhy would we like to have one multi-lass detetor instead of nsingle-lass detetors?

Beause for ideogram-based tra� signs !...

How about parallelization?MIMD (multiore): linear detetion speedup on a quad ore CPUhowever, a�ordable many-ores are not oming anytime soonSIMD (GPU): not suitable for implementing asades[ghorayeb06av℄

To onlude, advanes towards logarithmi inrease of omplexity withrespet to would be � very interesting!
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TOWARDS MULTI-CLASS DETECTION: INDIVIDUAL
DETECTORSlass # training # evaluation reall false alarms/image2150 886 96.2% 4.4

645 377 100% 9.7106 8 87.5% 12.1337 49 98.0% 12.9

For homogeneous lasses (last two rows), fairly good results an beobtained even with few training samples!
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TOWARDS MULTI-CLASS DETECTION: CBTCluster boosted trees [wu07iv℄:a lassi�ation approah based on feature sharing

Major advantage with respet to JointBoost:suitable for detetion in a sliding window
2 the lassi�ation gradually fouses, no need toalulate all features to evaluate a query!

The training proeeds like in usual boosting exept that:the tree is split whenever a newly addednode has low disriminative powerafter the tree is onstruted, the thresholdsare separately retrained for eah leaf lass
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TOWARDS MULTI-CLASS DETECTION: CBT (2)The ahieved performane (Haar lassi�ers) and the resulting tree:

Branh splitting ours when a newlyadded feature is not disriminative (testis based on Bhattaharya distane)There is a big performane gap between shared and dediated features!50% vs 90% for the yield signa possible way to deal with that: introdue more omplex featuresin advaned stages
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TOWARDS MULTI-CLASS DETECTION: GENERIC
DETECTIONBy looking at the pixel variane one an reover the shape of thetraked objet [mva11℄:

→

→

We urently researh ways to employ this onept for bottom-updetetion of oluding shapes [brki11sia℄great potential for deteting all kinds of table-like objets!preondition: suessful traking of features at signs
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CONCLUSIONSingle-lass detetion of ideogram-based tra� signs:
2 baseline detetion (BHC) ahieves about 95% reall with meanrelative displaement of 17% and about 1 false positive per image

2 if only large signs are onsidered, the reall approahes 100%

2 additional �lter (ANN+HOG) redues the false positive inidene toabout 1 in 9 images, while retaining reall
2 a riterion based on detetion hains redues false positives toabout 1 in 700 images
2 temporal onsisteny redues false positives to about 1 in 50000,and improves the mean relative displaement to 12%

2 spatio-temporal onstraints show potential for resolving theremaining false positives
Traffic sign detection: Conclusion 31/34



FUTURE WORKBridging the gap between multi-lass detetion with shared-features anddediated per-lass detetors

Generi detetion of table-like objets

Deteting and reognizing diretion tables regardless of olour

Deteting and reognizing lane on�guration signs
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Thank you for your attention!

This work has been jointly performed byKarla Brki¢, Zoran Kalafati¢, Axel Pinz and the presenter.Parts of this work have been performed by our undergraduate studentsIgor Bona£i, Ivan Kova£ek and Ivan Kusali¢.

We are grateful for the support by Croatian Siene Foundation,Institute of Tra� and Communiations, and Graz University of Tehnology.
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